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Foreword 
 

Everyone can become a brand. With Instagram, this is possible.  

Jitesh and Himanshu have had their share of Instagram experiences which are worth spreading, and 
hence the idea of this book blossomed.  

While diving into Instagram, Himanshu figured out that people or businesses- both need attention. It’s 
the fastest and easiest platform to build a solid foundation for a lasting brand which catches eyes of 
millions around the globe. 

They intend to offer valuable learning’s which will aid you in sailing through some challenges you may 
feel during brand building on Instagram 

The book is divided into three parts: 

Beginner Level: Know about the what, why and how-to tips here 

Intermediary Level: Learn advanced strategies of usage 

Pro Level: Decoding algorithms of Instagram 

Himanshu says this without a glitch to have made 500$ in a period of three months using the strategies 
of this book. This one is the first in a series of ‘mysteries’ books- the coming next is ‘YouTube Mysteries’ 
. The mysteries series will definitely take you a notch higher in social media platforms and eventually it’ll 
be a smooth ride for you to execute marketing strategies on these platforms. 

Mr. Jitesh Manwani is reaching out to masses through his Instagram profile and we have executed few 
tricks which have bagged us followers. They’ve even seen some instant results, for e.g. when with just a 
profile picture change we gained 240 followers in no time. 

So let’s get the wait over and start solving this beautiful mystery called Instagram! 

 

 

Priyanka Manwani 

Wife of Jitesh Manwani 

CFO at Elite Educations 
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Preface 
 
This book has been written to make every person an expert on instagram since 
the biggest problem every human with or without a business facing is attention 
and social media platforms are the easiest as well as best platforms to get 
attention fast and effectively. Ever since instagram was introduced and it started 
getting huge attention people jumped on it naming themselves as instagram 
gurus but in reality they themselves have outdated strategies and techniques 
which they think still exist but actually are not anymore working. 
 
Don’t worry as it is not about how “techy” you are rather how curious you are as 
we have tried our best to keep as simple as possible and at the same time explain 
everything you need to know to become an instagram expert. 
 
I have personally seen that people are buying hundreds if not thousands of dollar 
of courses which are complete shit except some and thus it felt for me to create a 
book and course (soon you will see a course) that would help people to become 
instagram expert at minimum time and minimum money. 
 
It is hoped that this book helps every curious who wants to learn a bit or get 
advance into instagram. Any suggestions towards its further improvement will be 
thankfully acknowledged and incorporated in the next edition. 
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Introduction 
I am Himanshu agrawal and my career started at the age of 16 when i started my first business 
and as of every kid i had a dream of doing something for the first time. Definitely it got failed 
and then i learned something which was to get a skill first and then build from there. Since i was 
in marketing side that’s why i started with instagram and got success over time which made me 
realize that how easy it is to grow on instagram compared to other platforms. Today i am a 
serial entrepreneur, author and a public speaker. 
My name is jitesh manwani and I am a business coach and have been in the training industry 
from last 10 years. i saw that instagram was most easy to grow and i got the most out of it in 
least time. We got 40,000 followers in a period of 3 months and that thing helped us get reach 
on other platforms too. 
Believe me that instagram is booming and you need to grow with it and also take full advantage 
of it. You will look at the jaw dropping statistics of instagram soon ahead in the book. All boats 
rise with a high tide and that’s what you need to do. There are several other ways of instagram 
growth but have patience. we are going to cover each one of them. 
a question would be revolving in your mind which is why this book and not any other. There are 
several reason but one of the reason is that everything from scratch to godfather level is 
covered. Secondly, book is divided into section of beginner, intermediate and expert so that 
others don’t waste their time as well as blame me.  
You should be reading this book if you want to create your personal brand, gets more 
customers for your business, get more views for your YouTube channel, get more visits for your 
site or just create a community around stupid passengers fighting. One tip that I can give you is 
go super niche in terms of instagram as it has reached the saturation market and that’s why go 
as deep as possible. So whomever you are a celebrity, businessman, entrepreneur, marketer, 
YouTube channel owner, gamer or even a 17 year old nerd, this book s for you 
I wrote this book because my mentor jitesh manwani asked that we need to provide a lot of 
value to people who are coming in our seminar on 13th of October known as speak for millions 
and as well as i thought from my side to provide some value i terms of what i know. This 
decision made me think and finally give the answer and take the decision which was this book. 
This book will cover everything from how to select your username and bio to advance things 
like instagram algorithms and strategies making you a complete pro. Trust me that if you have 
read this book then everything about instagram is covered and you would not need to buy any 
other book or course until and until you don’t get an enormous big update 
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About the Authors 

 

 

About Himanshu Agrawal 
Himanshu agrawal is professional digital marketer and salesman living in India with an age of 20 
years. He is the cofounder of fibhubapp.com and tryhooverify.com. He has been learning these 
all things from last 4 years when he was 16 and has a very good grip on marketing and sales. In 
2019 he joined as an intern and mentee for Jitesh Manwani handling his online presence and 
sales guy to make the personal brand expand 
He is a college dropout from Medicaps University and dropped out of college in his first year. 
Has made thousands of dollars online and helped many kids also do that online. His clients have 
been India’s biggest traveler, A1 signage and Jitesh Manwani who saw excellent result in a 
period of month. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Jitesh Manwani 
Mr. Jitesh Manwani started training in the year 2010. He is a young entrepreneur coach and 
business consultant who has helped many businesses and startups to grow in a few weeks; he 
helps lacs of entrepreneurs through his online sessions and videos.                                    
He is an MBA from Delhi and is a certified NLP practitioner, having the certification by the 
American Society of NLP, which is a language to understand the human mind. He is also 
pursuing Ph.D. in behavioral skills training and has been the Vice-President (public relations) in 
Toastmaster International. He has trained in companies like Tata group of companies, 
Raymond’s, Globus, Lodha Group, Premier Bio soft, Crystal gallery Dubai, Shakti Pumps, S.P. 
Jain Institute of Management & Research, Ola, IIFM (Bhopal), ITC. 
Trained nationalities including Italians, Russians, Arabs, Egyptians, Lebanese and many more 
and has made a fabulous international mark. 
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What is Instagram? 
Instagram is a free, online photo-sharing application and social network platform 
that was acquired by Facebook in 2012. 
Instagram allows users to edit and upload photos and short videos through a 
mobile app. Users can add a caption to each of their posts and use hashtags and 
location-based geotags to index these posts and make them searchable by other 
users within the app. Each post by a user appears on their followers' 
Instagram feeds and can also be viewed by the public when tagged using hashtags 
or geotags. Users also have the option of making their profile private so that only 
their followers can view their posts. 
 
As with other social networking platforms, Instagram users can like, comment on 
and bookmark others' posts, as well as send private messages to their friends via 
the Instagram Direct feature. Photos can be shared on one or several other social 
media sites -- including Twitter, Facebook and Tumblr -- with a single click. 
Instagram is not only a tool for individuals, but also for businesses. The photo-
sharing app offers companies the opportunity to start a free business account to 
promote their brand and products. Companies with business accounts have 
access to free engagement and impression metrics. According to Instagram's 
website, more than 1 million advertisers worldwide use Instagram to share their 
stories and drive business results. Additionally, 60% of people say they discover 
new products through the app. 
 
History of Instagram 

Instagram was started in San Francisco by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger, who 
initially tried creating a platform similar to Foursquare but then turned their 
attention exclusively to photo sharing. The word Instagram is an amalgam of 
"instant camera" and "telegram." 
The iOS app was released through the iTunes App Store on Oct. 6, 2010, and 
the Android app was released on April 3, 2012. The platform's popularity 
skyrocketed, with the company reporting more than 40 million active users just 
two years after launch. This caught the attention of Facebook, which officially 
purchased Instagram for $1 billion in the summer of 2012. 

https://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/app
https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/newsfeed
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook-Like-button
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/social-media
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/social-media
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Twitter
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Tumblr
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/user-engagement
https://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/iOS
https://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/Android-OS
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Why Instagram? 
 
As previously mentioned, Instagram is all about visual sharing, so everybody's main intention is to share 
and find only the best photos and videos. Every user profile has a “Followers” and “Following” count, 
which represents how many people they follow and how many other users are following them. 
 
Every user profile has a button you can tap to follow them. If a user has their profile set to private, they 
will need to approve your request first. Keep in mind that when your profile is created and set to public, 
anyone can find and view your profile, along with all your photos and videos. Set yours to private  if you 
only want the followers you approve to be able to see your posts. Interacting on posts is fun and easy. 
You can double-tap any post to “like” it or add a comment at the bottom. You can even click the arrow 
button to message. If you want to find or add more friends or interesting accounts to follow, use the 
search tab (marked by the magnifying glass icon) to browse through tailored posts recommended to 
you. You can also use the search bar at the top to look for specific users or hashtags.   
 
SOME AMAZING STATS ABOUT IT – 
As of June 2018, there are nearly 1 billion monthly active users.  
As of June 2018, there are nearly 500 million daily active users.  
The Like button is hit an average of 4.2 billion times per day. 
Some Instagrammers have high levels of disposable income. 
Nearly two out of every three users between the ages of 18-29 are using Instagram. 
Instagram images get an average of 23% more engagement than their Facebook counterparts.  
Brands on Instagram regularly see engagement from around 4% of their total followers. 
Brands see engagement rates 10x higher on Instagram than they do on Facebook. 
The best time to post on Instagram is between 2-3pm CDT… Sort of. 
Posts containing videos receive about 38% more engagement than those containing images. 
 Brands post an average of 1.5 times per day. 
 70% of users look up a brand on Instagram.  
 80% of users follow at least one brand on Instagram. 
 60% of users learn about new products through Instagram. 
 More than 200 million users visit a business profile at least once daily.  
About 66% of visits to business profiles come from users who don’t follow them yet. 
One-third of Instagram users have purchased through the platform on mobile. 
The average engagement rate for branded posts on Instagram is 4.3%. The median engagement rate is 
3.5%.  
 Posts containing or featuring UGC has a 4.5% higher conversion rate than non-UGC posts. 
Images with texture had higher engagement rates, with 79% more likes than low texture. 
Posts with locations get 79% more engagement.  
60% of the top brands use the same filter for every post. 
Longer hashtags get more results.  
Having at least 1 hashtag can increase engagement by up to 12.6%. 
One-third of the most viewed Stories on Instagram come from business profiles. 
Story Ads increase ad recall, purchase intent, message association, and CTR. 
This year, Instagram is expected to account for around 25% of Facebook’s total ad revenue; by 2020, 
Instagram is expected to account for 30%.  

https://www.lifewire.com/make-instagram-account-private-3485850
https://www.lifewire.com/get-instagram-followers-3485845
https://www.statista.com/statistics/253577/number-of-monthly-active-instagram-users/
https://www.statista.com/topics/1882/instagram/
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/instagram-doubles-to-half-billion-users
https://blog.hootsuite.com/instagram-statistics/
https://www.pewinternet.org/2018/03/01/social-media-use-in-2018/
http://www.businessofapps.com/data/instagram-statistics/
https://go.forrester.com/blogs/14-04-29-instagram_is_the_king_of_social_engagement/
https://go.forrester.com/blogs/15-09-15-how_does_your_brand_stack_up_on_facebook_twitter_and_instagram/
https://adespresso.com/blog/best-times-to-post-on-instagram/
https://mention.com/en/reports/instagram/engagement/#1
https://unionmetrics.com/resources/brands-on-instagram/
https://blog.iconosquare.com/instagram-2015-study-unleash-power-instagram/
https://business.instagram.com/
https://www.falcon.io/insights-hub/topics/social-media-strategy/5-tips-instagram-advertising-campaigns/
https://www.falcon.io/insights-hub/topics/social-media-strategy/5-tips-instagram-advertising-campaigns/
https://www.yotpo.com/blog/instagram-data/
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/trends/profiling-instagram-s-future-on-its-fifth-birthday/
https://unionmetrics.com/resources/brands-on-instagram/
https://unionmetrics.com/resources/brands-on-instagram/
https://www.l2inc.com/daily-insights/ten-facts-from-l2s-instagram-report
http://get.simplymeasured.com/rs/simplymeasured2/images/InstagramStudy2014Q3.pdf
https://contently.com/2012/08/27/filter-marketing-how-the-top-brands-use-instagram/
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/social-networks/new-report-looks-optimal-hashtag-use-twitter-instagram-and-facebook
https://www.socialbakers.com/blog/brands-get-better-organic-visibility-with-instagram-stories
https://embedsocial.com/blog/instagram-stories-analytics/
http://www.digitaltrainingacademy.com/casestudies/2018/01/instagram_case_study_digiorno_takes_on_takeaways_with_plan_a_pizza_story.php
https://business.instagram.com/success/gap
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Best Timing Cheat Sheet 

 

• Travel and Tourism: Friday between 9 a.m. and 
1 p.m. 

• Media and Entertainment: Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. 

• Food and Beverage: Fridays at 12 p.m. 
• Retail: Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays at 12 

p.m. 
• Professional Services: Friday, Tuesday, and 

Wednesday at 9 a.m. or 10 a.m. 
• Non-Profit: Tuesday at 4 p.m. or 10 a.m. 
• Non-Retail E-commerce: Thursday at 9 p.m. or 

4 p.m. 
• Pharmacy and Healthcare: Wednesday and 

Sunday at 9 a.m. 
• Personal Care: Friday and Thursday at 1, 2, or 3 

p.m. 
• Technology: Monday and Tuesday at 2 p.m. 
• Education: Thursday at 4 p.m. or 5 p.m. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Setting up your Account 

 

In this chapter we would start how to set up your account in 

the most optimized way so that you rank higher in the search 

results as well as help in your growth progress. It will also give 

you an edge over others if you properly know how to set it up. 

 

So here we go… 
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There are mainly three types of accounts on instagram in my opinion and usually every account falls into 

this category only. 

The three categories are 

1. Business Account 

2. Personal account 

3. Themed account 

 

1. BUSINESS ACCOUNTS  

It represents your business. When you post from these types of accounts, it will be from your 
company. 
 Some of the things that you need to keep in mind for making a business account are – 
- It represents your business. 
- It has your business name. 
- You use it to keep people engaged with whatever your company is doing. 
Some examples of this type of accounts are – @nike, @cocacola etc. (Basically any Company) 
 
 

2. PERSONAL ACCOUNTS 
 

Personal accounts are accounts that promote an individual. This could simply be someone trying 
to become more popular or someone whose business is literally their self. 
- It promotes you and whatever you are doing 
- You use it to keep in touch with your followers 
Some examples of these types of account are @aliaabhatt, @therock etc. (Celebrity accounts) 

 
3. THEMED ACCOUNTS 

The theme account represents neither a business nor an individual. Instead, it covers a theme 
and posts content that matches the theme. 
 
 

- It covers a specific theme and delivers content that matches that theme 
- Example: motivation, tips and tricks, cats, travel, technology, etc. 
- You can use it to push attention to your business that  

 
 
Pieces that cover your profile 
 
There are 5 pieces that make up your instagram profile. The profile is like your home on a festival which 
you decorate in such a way that whenever someone lands on it, he/she must feel amazed. So keep in 
mind to make your profile look the best of it. There are only 5 pieces and you can change them with 
time. The profile is your first impression in front of a follower and so it must be maintained as we all 
know the fact that “first impression is the last impression”. 
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Let’s now cover each piece and how we can make it look the best of all. 
The five elements of the profile page are – 

1. Username 
2. Name 
3. Bio 
4. Call to action 
5. Profile picture 

 
1. Username 

Your unique handle within Instagram, usually your own name or company name 
Your Instagram handle will be @ [username], your URL will be instagram.com/ [username] No 
spaces allowed, avoid underscores, periods, and unnecessary numbers, e.g. evanrocks588 
Maximum 30 characters but shorter is better. It is the name that shows up at the top of your 
account; it's what you'll be known as. 

 
2. Name 
Your name as it will be seen on Instagram, usually your full name or company name. Maximum limit 
is 100 characters so use your creativity here. For themed accounts you can use a trick which is to put 
relative keywords that are been searched in your name which help your account rank higher. The 
higher you rank the better it is. It’s like a subtitle; it shows up under your username on your profile 
and in search results. 
 
3. Bio 
No rocket science. A simple short description of who you are and what you do. Help people identify 
you and give them a reason to follow hashtags you include will be clickable, URLs and emails will not 
be clickable Maximum 150 characters, supports hashtags and emojis. It’s the 2-3 lines where you 
describe what your account is about and why people should follow you. It’s the place where you tell 
them why you and not anyone else because there are hundreds if not thousands of account like you 
which makes the follower choose between many. So stand out and use the word “you” more rather 
than “us” or “I”. 
 
4. Call to action (CTA) 
Your URL where you can only include 1 link as part of your profile. Appears below your bio and is 
clickable. Consider including a URL that sends people to a specific location with context a landing 
page to welcome Instagram followers? And not just your home page for personal accounts, this is 
the ONLY link you'll be able to provide as links are not supported within posts. So whatever the 
action your customer needs to make on the web will come here, whether it is to fill a form, make a 
purchase, visit your website or make them view a YouTube video. It’s the last line of the bio that 
tries to convince people to click the link below it. 
 
5. Logo/Profile picture 
Something to visually identify you, usually your picture (nice head shot) or company logo. Since 
human brain thinks in term of pictures, not in words that’s why it is very necessary for us to use a 
picture since it makes us stand out and compels to be more visual (throughout this book you will 
read the word visualize the most since instagram is all about it). Ideal specs: 180x180 pixels square, 
but Instagram will allow you to crop/select the area you want to use.  
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The area below this is your feed/wall where all your photos, videos and other media come along. Usually 
to rank you need to work on the upper part of the profile page and to engage the audience you need to 
use the lower part of the profile page. 
 
One of the most important things you need to choose while creating an account is username because it 
is unique for every account and plays a massive role in your success. Below are some ways for each type 
of account to choose the best name for their account. The places where your username shows up is 
- It shows up at the top of your account 
- It’s what people type in if they want to find you 
- It shows up anytime you post/add a comment 
 
To check is a username is available or not you can either do it manually which is through searching in the 
search bar or you can follow this - 

1.  Go to namecheckr.com 
2.  When you try to sign up, a red x will show up if the username is not available, or a green tick if it 

is available. 
 
The best name that would be best for your account type, you can do the following task and make it 
work. This is because you will not find the username you want easily and that’s why you need to tweak 
it a little to make it work. 
 

1. Business account 

Get a name that’s closest to your actual business name since people need to be able to find you. If 
your brand name is not available, try a variation of your name: 
- add .com at the end of your name 
- add insta or instagram to your name 
- add your location to your name (recommended if nothing is working) 
- add your niche to your name 
 
2. Personal account 

Try to get your actual name since it is the best way to present yourself and people would be 
searching you by that name only. 
If your name is not available: 
- add .com if you also have a website/blog with your name 
- add a positive adjective: expert, master, etc. (I added official in front of my name) 
- summarize yourself in the most succinct way possible 
 

3. Themed account 

Pick a name that tells people what they will get if they follow you and is adjacent with your bio, 
name and your content. The best accounts have a name that alliterates or rhyme.               
(ex.: @cutecupcakes, @petplaysf) 

 
There are simply some do’s and don’ts with your account username which in my opinion must be 
followed to get best results. 
 
DO’S –  
- Think about which are the biggest brands in your space 
- See if you can use their name in your name 
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- If someone searches for them, you can pop up as well 
- Be careful about copyright issues though 
- Keep it simple so it‘s easy to remember 
 
DONT’S –  
- Try not to use a name that is already used in multiple variations and they’re active accounts - if they're 
bigger than you, people will most likely follow them instead of you 
- Don’t put numbers at the end of your name 
- Don’t use underscores or periods in your name 
- Don’t use special characters - Instagram can’t display those anyway even if you use them 
- Don’t use repeating letters just because you can’t get the normal word 
 
 
I know that some of you must be thinking that what is the difference between username and name and 
why instagram has separated it. I know that and personally I also feel it as a dumb feature but anyways 
it is instagram and we can’t do anything about it. Well what is we use it in our favor and take the most 
out of it. So here are some points to keep in mind between username and name. 

1. The username has to work on an URL - you can’t have spaces in it and it has to stay lowercase 
2. Use ranksonic.com to get some relevant keywords 
3. When you search on Instagram, the usernames show up first, and the names just look like 

subtitles 
4. Think about what keywords you would like to show up for,and what keywords your audience 

might be searching for 
5. Don’t put the same name and username - you’re wasting search space 
6. The name is usually a short summary of what your account is about. 

 
In order to choose a name, answer these questions: 
- How would you summarize what your account is? 
- What do you want people to think about you? 
- What do you do on your page? 
- What’s the 1-2 punch that would get people to check out your account? 

 

The question after this that stands out is that how can we make a good logo (which we will cover later in 
the book) and how to pick your logo. One thing you need to keep in mind is that your profile photo sets 
a stage for your account and putting some effort into it is a must. 

Some tips on how to pick a logo are –  

 
1. Where people see your profile photo? : 
- Profile page on mobile - 110x110 pixels 
- Profile page on web - 180x180 pixels 
- As a thumbnail next to your comments 
2. Add a higher resolution photo so it looks good on botsh mobile and web. 
3. Even if the Instagram profile photos look like a circle, you need to upload a square image. 
 
Now let’s cover for each type of account 
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1. Business account 
- Use the symbol of your logo and not the text 
- If you don’t have a symbol, use your logotype 
- Use the background of the image or the circle outline of the profile photo to stand out 
- You can use the inverse of your logo 
 

2. Personal account 
- Your face conveys your personality way more than your body 
- Make sure you have a high resolution professional headshot 
- Make sure your photo doesn’t have a lot of noise in the background 
 -Use a plain background 
 
How to get it done – 
1. Find a friend with a DSLR 
2. You can hire someone to take your photograph 
3. Rent a nice camera - thumbtack.com, craigslist.com 
4. Go to a place where they take your photo on the spot 
 

3. Themed account 
- Make something colorful so it stands out 
- There is nothing with a themed account which needs to be pointed out. Use some tips from 
personal and business which may help you in themed account also 
 
How to get it done – 
1. Do it yourself; take the text from your name and try to stylize that using canva, Photoshop or 
any other designing software. 
2. Hire a logo designer: fiverr.com, 99designs.com, etc. 
3. Shapefactory.co - get a basic logo from their database (cheaper than a designer) 

 
 
The best way to make someone instantly follow is to use your feed or your bio in a persuasive language 
so that you can get the maximum growth. When talking about the bio, it is the text that you see below 
your account name on the profile page. The bio is the link between your account name and your call to 
action (CTA) and that’s why it is very necessary for you to make it look good. On an average the cycle 
that goes on is, when people land on your page, they first look at your profile picture, then at the 
account name, then at the link, and then they check out your posts. 
 
In my opinion there are two types of bios which are - 
1. One-two bio - it has two sentences: 1) explains what you are, 2) explains why you matter 
2. List bio - it lists out 2-4 things in a checklist style; it visually stands out 
 
List bios force people to read them because they push down the posts, one-two bios are usually a sign 
that you can skip them and check out the posts 
Use emojis in your bio to give your profile some life and make it stand out 
Instagram’s vibe is open, friendly, and fun; don’t put too many emojis, but not too few either (one tip is 
that you can choose one emojis per line and choose a different emojis for each line) 
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The bio is limited to 150 characters so be specific and remove unnecessary long words. Your bio should 
be short and crisp. If your mind is empty right now on what to write in your bio then this may help you. 
LECTURESUMMARY 
Things you can write about in your bio: 
- What are your credentials? 
- Why are you different? 
- What’s your general outlook on anything? 
- How often do you post? 
 
Your bio should answer 2 main questions: 
- What is this account? 
- Why should someone follow me? 
 
One more thing you can do is to check out others people profile in your niche and category and observe 
a pattern around what they write and then show your creativity. Keep one thing in mind – stand out! 
 
 
The call to action and the link in instagram are one of the most important things as it is the only place 
from where you can take the traffic out of instagram. The last line of your bio is the call to action 
statement which convinces people to click the link. Instagram only lets you put one clickable link on your 
profile, and that's in your bio so use it carefully and with full advantage. If you have a question that how 
can I deviate my traffic to different places from one link then you can choose linktree (link deviation 
tool, Google it and you would understand). Always remember to highlight what they will get once they 
click the link in a persuading language. Use a down arrow hand or icon to point out the link and get 
better click through rate. 
 
Use a link that's relevant to what you’re doing. 
You could link to: 
- Your homepage - will get you traffic 
- A lead magnet - will get you email addresses 
- A product that you sell - will get you revenue 
 
Examples: 
- Want to do something? Here’s how: 
- Join ___ and get ___ 
- I accomplished ___ Learn about it here/Get it here 
 
 
According to me “A social media platform is nothing but a hub of data which people are ready to give 
themselves under the curtain of privacy”. That is why data is so important to measure the metrics of 
growing your page and take the steps accordingly. Analytics are important because we want to know 
specifically how our audience performs - general Instagram stats are not very relevant. Free way of 
getting data and insights: use the analytics/insights embedded in Instagram - it only works if you are a 
business account. You have to create a Facebook page and connect it to your IG account. 
If you are ready to spend some money then another way is: iconosquare (7$ a month). 
You will be able to see how many followers you get, how many you lose, which posts performed the 
best, best times to post, audience demographics, etc so that you get the best out of it and use it to make 
data driven decisions. You can respond to comments inside the app which does not let’s you go out of 
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the app again and again, making your work do at one place. You can track competitors and compare 
your growth. Remember to set up your analytics before you start posting so you can better adapt your 
content to your audience over time otherwise it is like to give a class test and never know where you 
make the mistake. 
 
 
The last thing that I want to caver in this chapter is that instagram theft happens quite often (WHAT!!). 
Yes, you read it correct unfortunately it happens quite often but worry not since there are some 
measures that you can take – 

- When you sign up for your main account, use a different email address than what you usually 
use. 

- Use a password manager (example: 1password.com). On Android, you can save your password. 
- Connect your facebook to your instagram so that even If you lose your account but it’s attached 

to your facebook, it’s much easier to get it back by proving who you are to instagram support. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
Planning the Content 

Strategy 
 
 
 

In this chapter we would be covering topics like content, media 

and all other stuff regarding that. Since instagram is all about 

content so it is very necessary to give focus on these things. 

 

Let’s go…. 
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On instagram you will find three types of content which are – 

1. Images 
2. Videos 
3. Stories 

 
Each one of them is very important for our success so let’s talk about each one of it in detail. 
1. Images 
- It’s how Instagram started as a photo app 
- They stay relevant and get engagement for longer duration after they are posted for long enough. 
- The vast majority of accounts only post images because they are easy to store and can be repeatedly 
used 
CTUR 
2. Videos 
- They require more know-how & equipment 
- Video posts have a camera icon at the top right which shows that it is a video. On your profile page 
videos are not auto-played. So remember to choose a perfect thumbnail. 
- Length is limited to 60 seconds and some more on IGTV. 
- They only auto-play on people’s feed, not on your wall 
 
3. Stories 
- Images or videos that you want to show your followers that are not good enough to go on your wall as 
permanent posts. 
- They disappear after 24 hours and that is there pro as well as a con. 
- Images last 10 seconds, videos are limited to 15 seconds on a story. 
- If you have stories up, a colored circle will show up around your profile photo which remarks that the 
user has a story. Having a story always is very helpful since it increases your profile visits from the 
search. 
 
 
There are some themes and type of content that already works on instagram and I would like to share 
that with you since you get an edge over others and that’s why this book is perfect to become an 
instagram master. 
Instagram started as a photo sharing site, so anything that’s visually compelling will work well rather 
than anything else. 
When making content or Posting other’s content ask yourself: 
"Is what I’m doing inherently visual? If not, can I make it visual?" 
Keep in mind that brevity works really well on Instagram - make sure you choose a theme that you can 
express succinctly and go on with it to not get confused along the path as well as stand out from the 
crowd. Establish a general theme and what exactly you will post which helps you create content in batch 
to save your time and make sure you choose a theme that already works. It will save your time and 
energy for sure. 
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Some common posting themes that you can use are – 
- Product photos 
- Short video demos of a product 
- Customer stories or highlights 
- Employee stories or highlights 
- Motivational/inspirational quotes 
- Tips & tricks or interesting facts 
- BTS - behind the scenes content 
- UGC - user generated content - ask your followers to send photos of them doing something 
- Promotions & giveaways 
- Funny posts 
 
Some more points that you can keep in mind are – 

- You content could be only images, only videos, or a mix of botsh 
- Instagram promotes your posts based on the average engagement of your account as a whole 
- Plan for differentiation to get more engagement 
- Check out what other successful accounts do 
- Videos get watched 40% more, whereas images get 37% more likes 
- Stories grow your account indirectly because they increase the likelihood that people go to your 

profile 
- The instagram algorithm likes when you use all type of content. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 
Laying the 

Groundwork 
 
 
 

In this chapter we would laying our foundation and then start 

building the empire on it. The stronger the foundation the 

longer the empire runs 

 

So let’s go…. 
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Researching competitors 
 
It is very necessary to know who are competitors are because we are going to divide them into allies and 
enemies which will give us a straight vision of whom to collaborate with, whom to become like, what 
not to do etc. 
Talking about competitors then there are three types of competitors to you in your niche. It is not 
necessary to find each one of them but you just need to select a few accounts for inspiration and growth 
tracking. 
The three types of competitors we are going to talk about are – 

1. Direct –  
An account that is doing the same thing as you 

2. Indirect – 
 An account that targets the same audience but with different content 

3. Adjacent –  
Accounts in the same industry but do not come in direct or indirect 

 
Create a excel sheet with columns such as names, number of followers, active status, posts per day, 

things you like about them etc. Think of some keywords that people might use to find your 
account and then search for them on Instagram. We are doing it to rank ourselves in the search 
of instagram as well as to find competitors. 
Go to all the accounts you find and see what they post – if they fit any of the 3 categories, add 
them to the sheet and go on making the list unless and unless you feel the data is same. 
One tip you can take is that for each account, you can click the down arrow next to their 
username to see suggestions for similar accounts which will show you the accounts suggested 
by instagram and mostly similar to what we are searching. 
Another tip you can take is that you can search on Google as well by using “site:instagram.com” 
and then your search term or keyword ahead of this and Google will give you all the results 
according to that. 
Digging into related hashtags on IG is another way to find accounts related to your own. You 
can either search for hashtags or click to a specific one you saw on a related account. 
The word influencer (going to use a lot) means that a person who influences someone and 
that’s why it is very necessary to know accounts and establish a relationship so that later when 
we ask them for a favor then it is not much headache. 
 
Listing out people to reach out to  
 
Now it is the time to choose an ally and a enemy as well as accounts that are going to help you 
or help you not. Go back to the sheet where you listed your competitors.  
#1 Mark accounts that you consider worth watching 
- They post similar content 
- They have an interesting content strategy 
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- They interact with their users in an effective way 
- They have a great content mix 
- They post high quality stuff 
- They are popular 
 
#2 Add a column and labels it complimentary 
- These are accounts that don’t compete directly with you and post stuff that your audience 
might like 
- Marking these accounts helps you build relationships with them early on so that when your 
account is larger you can do promotions with them easier. 
 
 
Target Market Research 
 
Every business should know their target market, the audience of people who are interested in 
what you have to offer. If you know you target market on Instagram, you'll know what kind of 
content to create to attract them, make them happy, and ensure they like, comment, and 
follow your links. 
Now, a question comes to your mind which is how do you identify your target market? 
Well here are the steps – 

1. Start with existing data 
- If you're just starting an IG account, you won't have any, but if you're a business, you 

may have data from customer database or follower info from other social networks like 
Facebook and Instagram. 

-     You might discover basic demographics: 
i. Age (use a range here, like 18-24 or 35-50) 
ii. Gender (Facebook advertising uses the options: Men,  Women, or All) 
iii. Location (City, State, Country?) 
iv. Language 

 
2. Look at your competitors 

Check out Direct competitors accounts on IG and look at their followers 
- Choose a competitor, click followers, click each one, quickly glance at their profile, feed, 

and posts 
- This is a rough analysis but could confirm ideas you have and reveal opportunities for 

new audiences and content 
- Look for trends: mostly female or male? Older or younger? Personal or business 

accounts? Local or varied locations? 
 

3. Identify their interest 
Think about the topics or keywords you'd use in your posts that your audience wants to 
see, or hashtags they might search for or follow 

- Broad topics - important to note which broad topics would start your audience down 
the path to find you - these will have millions of posts 
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- Specific topics - which topics and sub-topics are ones your audience cares about? these 
will have thousands of posts (too few posts means very low interest BUT a possible 
opportunity for you to own the hashtag with new content) 

-  
-     Examples 

1. “Sports” is very broad, “Minor League Baseball” is more specific, and “Round Rock Express” 
(a specific team in the Austin, TX area) is very specific. 
2. “Fashion” is very broad, “Women's Apparel” is a little more specific, and “Vintage crop tops” 
is very specific 
 
Try these topics and keywords as searches in IG and see what comes up: what posts and which 
accounts. 

i)  Do you see posts that would appeal to your customers or future followers? 
ii)  Do you see direct competitors or indirect/adjacent accounts? 

 
It can be challenging to predict exactly who your followers will be if you haven't posted content 
or gained any followers yet, but these research efforts will help you make educated guesses 
and guide the decisions you make about content to create. 
 
 
User persona 
User personas are imaginary models you create that represent your target audience. If you 
could take all the information you know about your audience and compress it into one person, 
what would that person look like? Or what if it was 3 people? What would be different about 
each one, and how would they represent your average, everyday user? 
The reasons for creating user personas are very simple: 
It gives you a person to think about to help you come up with ideas, topics, and posts THEY 
would like 
It helps you anticipate the reactions and needs of your audience in the future 
It keeps you from creating things only YOU like and missing out on content your audience 
would enjoy 
 
Let's say you've created an IG account for your online women's shoe shop. Obviously, you're 
targeting women, but there are more details you should consider to reach the right audience. 
You might know there are 3 kinds of customers you regularly reach: new customers in search of 
something for a special occasion, women who want to stay on the edge of latest fashions, and 
women who love sharing styles they like. In other words, they might be defined as new 
customers, regular customers, and fans of the products/brand. 
Here's an example of a user persona you might use: 
* Name: Formal Faye (use a “cute” pneumonic to remember the name/goal of this persona) 
* Goal: Find a stylish but affordable pair of shoes for an upcoming formal event (co-worker's 
wedding). (Adding a specific goal helps you define relevant content) 
* Age: 25-35 (use a range to make the persona a little more flexible) 
* Family: Married with 1 kid (3 years old) 
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* Job: Marketing manager at an athletic apparel (yoga) company 
* Salary: $70K annual 
* Instagram Interests: Marketing news and experts, celebrity accounts, motivational accounts 
* Quote: “I'm looking for something cute and stylish I can wear to my friend's wedding, but 
then also wear at a formal party or when I got out with friends. I don't mind spending a little 
more for something gorgeous that's high quality that's going to last.” (if you could put into 
words what this target audience feels or thinks about, write it as a quote and use it as a guide 
for your content) 
 
The details you come up with for your persona should be legit and reasonable, and when you're 
not sure, choose either a range (like for age or salary) or a real life example (just keep it 
anonymous). 
Finally, come up with a picture of your imaginary persona - use a stock photo or something 
from a Google image search (you won't share this persona online, so it's okay to borrow a 
picture). Just don't use a famous person or someone you know because it might influence your 
ideas. 
 
Print them out or copy them and enter your own personas' information. Then, post them 
somewhere for you and your team to easily see them - you want to be constantly reminded of 
your personas so they can influence what you do. That is the main purpose of creating a 
persona – to effectively guide your work. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
Creating First Batch of 

Content 
 
 
 

In this chapter we would get our hands get real dirty because 

we will create our first batch of content and then plan to post it 

ahead. 

 

Then? Let’s go…. 
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Best practices for an Image 

Follow the rule of thirds 
- The points of interest in the photo should be placed at the intersection of these lines: 
- Images like these look more natural to our brain (Don’t ask the reason, Even I don’t know why) 
 

LECTURESUM MARY 
 

Always add your logo or a watermark - you can easily do that with any watermark app 
Always use high resolution content 
Don’t use stock photos - search for un-stock photos that looks more natural 
 
 
Instagram Media Size guidelines 
 

- Everything you post should be 1080x1080 - HD images 
- Landscape: 1200x673, which will be displayed in 600x336 
- Instagram downsizes your image to 600x600, but it stores the original copy on its 

servers for when it’s going to be ready to show it in 1080x1080 
- Square images/videos are the best to use, but there are 2 other sizes you can use: 
- Portrait: 1080x1350, which will be displayed in 481x599.484 
- Use these if you have a great shot and you can’t fit it into a square 

 
How to find good images to post 
Make sure they’re high resolution - at least 1080x1080. 
Never stretch a smaller image! 
 
Make sure they’re labeled as Creative Commons – public license that means anybody can use it 
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Check out these websites for unstock photos: 
- unsplash.com 
- deathtothestockphoto.com 
- picjumbo.com 
- pexels.com 
- pixabay.com 
- freepik.com 
- allthefreestock.com 
 
 
If you’re making an app and you want to show how it looks, you can use websites like 
placeit.net or place. To get a realistic looking image of your app on a phone/tablet etc. You can 
search on Google Images, as long as you go to advanced settings for your search and select 
“Usage rights - free to use, share, or modify, even commercially” 
If you end up using an image and someone gets mad at you, you can always apologize and take 
it down. 
 
Quick Apps 
These are the apps that can help you put text on images and are very well 
There are a lot of apps that help you put text on images on your phone 
 
Typorama - works better for iOS 
Wordswag - works better for Android 
- Botsh provide an entire database of stock images you can use 
- Botsh have multiple presets for different image formats: square post, story etc. 
- Botsh have a lot of text styles you can use 
 
 
What about video posts? 
Videos are one of the most important things to care about when we watch from the angle of 
media and this need to be focused upon. 
Video posts are limited to 60 seconds and they have a camera icon at the top right in white 
color which shows that the following post is a video. Videos do not automatically start in the 
feed but that happens in the explore page. They can be uploaded in the same 3 sizes as images: 
square, landscape, and portrait and the best option is video. Since videos are more engaging 
than mages then too it’s not important that you post only videos now. Remember I told you 
that instagram algorithm loves mixed content to be shared. A video can be made out of images 
with added motion &text coming on and off the screen or just some pretty animation 
happening over the Image. All these creative techniques can be applied to convert a image to a 
video. Adding motion to an image is called the Ken Burns technique. One power tip that I can 
give you is that to avoid capturing and editing videos inside of the Instagram app if you want 
high quality content. 
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There are some points to remember with videos which will give you an edge over the 
competition. 
- The video has to get to the point as quickly as possible (first 15 seconds) 
- don’t forget to add a call to action (like, follow, tag a friend) 
- 80% of video views happen without volume - make sure the video makes sense without audio 
- Make sure you choose a relevant thumbnail - the static image at the beginning of your video 
that makes people curious about it (the thumbnail image has to be inside the video) 
 
 
 
But what if I don’t shoot my videos? 
Can’t I take other people videos? 
Whenever I explain someone about instagram or I give advices about instagram, I always get 
this question and thus I thought it to cover in the book. The answer of this question is botsh 
“yes” and “no”. Let me explain you how. 
Obviously If you’re not shooting your own videos, you will have to use other people’s clips but 
you need to keep something in mind. Now there is a good news and bad news. The good news 
is that I am telling you the app through which you can download IG videos for free and in very 
convenient way. 
#1 Use apps to download videos from other people’s Instagram accounts 
- iOS - IGSaver 
- Android – InstantSave 
 
Well the bad news is that you can download the videos but there are chances of copyright 
claim. But, 
#2 Download videos from YouTube - go to clipgrab.org, download and use their app 
- be careful about copyright. The best way to get out of this is to apologize and take the video 
down. Also remember to tag them in the post for credits to play a safe game. 
- If it doesn’t have a logo or a watermark on it, you can use it but make a note that the owner 
can contact you and you’ll take it down. 
 
 
How to shoot your own videos? 
What I have seen that is whenever the word content creation is used by me in any seminar or 
speech I conduct, people start calculating the budget of camera, lighting and other production 
things which is actually not the case. Starting is a major part. So don’t we need good cameras? 
Yes, you do need good cameras for higher quality but keep one thing in mind that your phone is 
pretty good when you are starting off. Some tips I can recommend are – 
 
#1 Use your phone camera - most cameras on the newer phones are pretty good 
#2 Use a DSLR - examples: Canon EOS 70D, Panasonic GH4 - the cheapest way you can shoot in 
4K 
 

- Having the right lighting is incredibly important when making videos 
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- In order to avoid getting shaky videos, you can use: a tripod, a gimbal, an Osmo stick, or 

a Gorilla Pod and all these are available on Amazon at very basic prices. 
 

- You can get portable lighting kits 
Types of lights: 
- Fluorescent / daylight (cold light) 
- Tungsten (warm light) 
- LED (portable, but more expensive) 
- Audio is not that important on Instagram - you can usually just add some music 

-        If you really need to hear what someone is saying in a video, you can use a shotgun               
microphone which is pretty good. 

- Don’t worry too much about white balance - you can always fix that in editing 
- You might need to learn a bit about aperture, ISO, and shutter speed since these are 

some pretty basic functionalities of a DSLR and YouTube and Google are your best 
friends whenever you feel stuck. 

- If you’re shooting outdoors, you’ll probably need a scrim/reflector to diffuse the light 
and even out any harsh shadows for better quality.  

 
 
Best practices to shoot videos for IG on your Phone 

1. Recording video 
Press and hold the circular record button to record video in IG. Each time you record, 
it'll add a new clip to your timeline, represented by the black bars below the screen. The 
longer the clip you record each time, the longer each segment will appear. You can fill it 
up to 60 seconds 

2. Editing video 
If you make a mistake or want to re-record a clip, you can delete the most recent clip on 
your timeline. Just hit the “Delete” button on the botstom. It will turn the most recent 
segment RED on the timeline and “Delete” will turn red as well. Click “Delete” again to 
confirm you want to delete the segment, and then it'll be gone 

3. Improving Lighting 
As you record, you may find yourself in bright or dark rooms or other locations. For 
example, sunlit windows or lights may “blow out” the lighting in your video and make it 
appear much brighter than normal. On your screen, tap on something to the side of 
these bright objects to draw the camera's focus away and create a more normal and 
viewable video. 

4. Backlighting 
If you're shooting someone or something, don't put them in front of a window, light, or 
the sun (if you can avoid it). Reposition them – or yourself - and shoot them in front of a 
neutral background. This will greatly improve how they look. 

5. Audio settings 
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Some videos don't need sound, but make sure that if you DO need sound for your video 
that is it turned ON. Check your settings by looking at the speaker icon at the top, and 
clicking it to turn it on or off. A message will confirm it. 

6. Thumbnail 
Click the “Cover” tab at the botstom of the screen and you might see what looks like 5 
thumbnails from the video. Press and hold your finger on any of those 5 images and 
slide left or right to see images from the entire video timeline. Find the best one and 
click “Next” to continue the process for posting your video. 
 
 
 

 
LECTURE 
SUMM 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Posting 
 
 
 
 

In this chapter we would talk all about posting since we have 

created our batch of content and therefore it’s now time to 

post some stuff. 

 

Let’s start…. 
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Elements in a post 

1. Caption –  

Longer captions perform better on instagram 

2. Tags –  

Mostly used to get people’s attention 

3. Call to action – 

Asking people to do something such as like, comment, share or tag. 

4. Hash tags – 

They add your post to a public list of photos sorted by that hashtag 

5. Location tag – 

- If you add location, your post gets added to the list of posts from that location 
- It doesn’t have to be an actual location 

Always remember that The Instagram algorithm cares about engagement rate and average time 
on post 
Engagement rate = (Likes + Comments) / Number of followers 
Average Instagram engagement rate is 2% 

 

Call to action 

There are some points that you must care about call to action 

1. The point of using a CTA is to increase engagement 
2. Comments: 
- ask a question related to the post 
- It could be as simple as “Let us know what you think” 
- “Tell us your funniest story about […]” 
3.  Tags: “Tag a friend that does this/would need this” 
4.  Tags lead to more views, which lead to more comments and more follows 
5.  Getting people to repost your photo/video is harder to achieve, but it does happen if you 
have interesting content and usually a bigger account 
6.  You can also use the CTA to bring attention to your Business 
7.  Likes: “Like this post if this happened to you” 

Check out what bigger accounts do for more inspiration 
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Hashtags 

1. Hashtags are words that have the # symbol in front of them # is called a “hash mark” 
2. Hash mark + tag = hashtag 
3. Hashtags are a way of quickly tagging or categorizing something 
4. Whenever you post something, you add it to one or more categories by adding relevant 

hashtags 
5. When people search for a specific hashtag, they will find all the posts that have it 
6. Hashtags are a big deal on Instagram if you want to grow your account 
7. Instagram is pretty restricted as a platform, so you need to use hashtags to put your 

posts in front of more people that don’t follow you 
 

Picking up the best hashtag 
 

1.  Always use hashtags - Posts that have hashtags get 20% more engagement on average 
than the ones that don't 

2.  You can only add a maximum of 30 hashtags 
3.  There’s no evidence against adding the maximum number of hashtags, so there’s no 

reason to add less 
4.  Post your hashtags in the first comment, so that your caption looks clean 
Hashtags will categorize your post regardless of where you put them 
If you add more comments after the first one, they will help bury the hashtags so they don’t 
look weird 
You can comment with some emojis to add color 
5.  Pick some adjectives and words that relate to your post 
Search for the hashtags and see what kind of posts show up for each one to see if they 
would fit for you 
Think about who is going to search for these hashtags – are they your target audience? 
If the hashtags you want to use have a very low number of posts, they might not be worth 
using 

 

Best time to post 

1. An optimized posting strategy can get you 20%-30% more engagement 
- When people are active on the platform 
- When people tend to engage more 
2. People are not online during working hours, or they are online but they’re not engaging 
3. During a commute, people are usually online and engaging 
4. Pick the times based on your audience specifically, not the general population 
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General guidelines: 
- People engage the most on Wednesdays and the least on Tuesdays 
- Worst times to post: 9 AM, 6 PM 
- Best times to post: 2 AM, 5 PM, 10 PM 

I have also provided a cheat sheet in the start of book which you can refer to the best timings. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

Developing 
Habits of 
Success 

 
In this chapter we would talk all about posting since we have 

created our batch of content and therefore it’s now time to 

post some stuff. 

Let’s go…. 
Setting up a schedule 
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1. If you’re new to Instagram, it’s a good idea to go on the platform daily in order to get 
used to it 

2. Get in the habit of going in every day and following other people and liking or 
commenting on their posts 

3. Triple tapping: Follow someone, then like 2 of their posts 
4. This is useful for getting your first handful of followers – if you follow someone, there is 

a 30%-40% chance they will follow you back 
5. Find accounts that are posting similar things and follow their followers (check out their 

profiles first to see if they might fit your target audience) 
6. Instagram limits the number of interactions (follow, like, comment) to 400 per day, 

otherwise it thinks you’re a robots 
7. Example of a daily habit schedule: 
- Follow 50 people per day 
- Like 20 posts 
- Comment on 5 posts 
8.   Depending on how fast you want to grow your account, you can set up a lighter 
schedule (up to 100 interactions/ day) or a more aggressive one (up to 300 
interactions/day) 
9.   After you get the hang of it and you start posting, you need to set your everyday 
schedule 

 
How to use a dummy account 
 

1. The dummy account is the one you use to play around with 
2. At the beginning, post everything on the dummy account first before posting on the 

official one 
 

Why should you do this? 
- You don’t know how the post will look until you post it 
- You might realize something is wrong and get a chance to fix it 
 

1. When you want to make a change, try it on the dummy account first to make sure it 
looks good or how it works 

2. The dummy account allows you to try different styles without confusing the people that 
follow your main account - they might unfollow you if you’re not consistent 

3. If you try a different type of post on the dummy account, compare its engagement rate 
with your normal posts on the main account to see if it might work 

4. You can also use your dummy account to test new audiences by following people that 
match a different profile 

 
 
 
 
How to curate posts 
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When you post something, it shows up in your followers’ feeds and on your profile 
If you delete it soon after you post it, it will still show up on their feed but not on your profile 
Curation is picking which posts to keep on your profile and which to delete 
 
Reasons to curate your posts: 
#1 new posts might be different than what you used to post (changing brand/tone/style/media) 
- In this case, you will have to gradually delete old posts that no longer fit your account 
- You can also try out a new style and if it doesn’t work, keep the old posts and delete the new 
ones 
#2 some posts are advertisements/shout outs/product promotions 
- You should only keep these posts up for a limited time 
- You don’t want your feed to be full of product pitches 
- You can post the same thing multiple times and delete it each time - this makes it pop up at 
the top of your followers’ feed each time it gets posted 
#3 some posts has low engagement 
- You don’t want people to see low performing posts 
- They lower your overall engagement rate 
If you want to repost something, you can delete the old post so people don’t see it twice 
If you have two different audiences in different time zones, you can post the same thing twice, 
once for when each audience is active 
 
 
Ways to increase your comments 
 
Comments are very important for the Instagram algorithm as they come in the part of 
engagement. Also it feels like the post and the account are more authentic. 
 
Strategies that worked for me: 
#1 Respond to every single comment you get 
- This doubles your comments and increases the engagement rate 
- A lot of times people respond back to you, so you get even more comments 
- Some people respond with just an emoji - you can respond back with another emoji 
#2 when you can respond with a question 
- You can start a whole conversation this way and create a relationship with your followers so 
they will comment more often 
#3 optimize your call to action 
- use something that frequently gets people to respond 
- Examples: “My favorite thing about this post is …”, “Which one do you like better?” 
#4 Offer to shoutout the best comment 
- Once you pick a winner, you can: 
- Shoutout + tag them in the next post 
- edit the post they commented on and tag them 
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#5 Ask people to tag a friend 
- Example: “Tag a friend who needs this” 
- It brings more people to the post and increases the chances that they comment as well 
 
 
Limits of instagram 
 
As part of your daily schedule on Instagram, keep in mind the platform monitors usage to 
ensure accounts aren't being used in a way that abuses the system. If you use any type of 
automation or scheduling software and it is not used in a safe way then you get certain 
messages from instagram on the activity which is happening. 
For example, you're not allowed to create an account and immediately follow a thousand 
people in the hopes they'll follow you back - at least, you can't follow that many people all at 
once. If you try to follow, like, or engage with too many other accounts or posts, IG may 
consider you a spammer and suspend your account. 
 
 
First, there are limits in place about the information you can include in individual posts: 

1. No more than 30 hashtags can be used in a post. 
2. No more than 20 people can be tagged in a post. 
3. No more than 10 people can be @mentioned in a post 

 
 
There are also confirmed Instagram limits about certain activities you can do: 

1. You cannot like more than 350 posts in one hour. If you did this manually, it would take 
a lot of effort. Using marketing or social automation tools - like Jarvee - it's certainly 
more possible. 

2. You cannot post more than 100 times in a day 
3. You cannot follow more than 7500 accounts in  total on one account 

 
 
Beyond those rules, the limits get a little fuzzy. Based on user research, there appear to be 
variable limits on how many follows unfollows, and engagement you can do. It seems to be 
based on the age of your account and how active you are:  

1. Newer accounts have lower limits than older, active accounts. 
If your account is brand new, you might not be able to follow more than 100 accounts in 
one day. But if you have an established, active account, you could probably follow 
hundreds of accounts per day without a problem. 

2. The number of likes you can give in one day is equal to 1.5x the number of accounts you 
can follow in a day. 
This is based on observations by multiple IG heavy users. All this takes is some math: if 
your current limit for following accounts is 500 per day, you should be able to like up to 
750 posts in a day. (500 x 1.5 = 750) So the older and more active your account gets, the 
more you're allowed to do. 
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3. You cannot follow or unfollow more than approximately 150 accounts in one hour. 
So, the takeaway here is: If you grow your Instagram account and keep it active, you'll 
be able to do even more than the smaller, less active accounts you compete with. Using 
automation tools (carefully, of course) can give you an advantage, and knowing your 
limits on Instagram will allow you to manage your time and efforts. 

 
 
 
Note: These limits may change over time so be sure to review them if you do any heavy 
following, liking, or other activity on Instagram. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

Growth Secret 
1 

“Shoutouts” 
 
In this chapter we would talk about shoutouts and how they 

can help us grow massively at very low or no cost giving 100X 

the result. 

Let’s go…. 
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Intro to shoutoutsARY 

Shoutouts are one of the major tools that you should use to grow your account 
If you go to larger accounts, you might see some posts that deviate from the usual style of the 
account and have another account tagged in the caption - those are shoutouts 
Shoutouts are based on reciprocity - two accounts that promote each other’s stuff 
Types of shoutouts 
1. Timed shoutouts 
- Someone reposts a photo/video from you, tag you, and only leave it up for a limited amount 
of time 
2. Permanent shoutouts 
- Someone reposts a photo/video from you and leaves it up permanently (only happens if it fits 
with their general theme/style) 
3. Caption shoutouts 
- Someone mentions you in the caption but the post is their own content 
- Usually they don’t work that much unless and until the post deviated them to read the caption 
- The other three types of shoutout are better than this type of shoutout. 
4. Story shoutouts 
- Someone mentions your account in a story, with or without using your content. 
- You pay for someone to promote your account in a post (usually for a limited time). 
- Big accounts usually have price lists depending on the period of time you want your post up. 
- watch out for accounts that have fake followers or low engagement overall - you won’t get a 
lot of benefits from them sharing your post. 
 
 
Best practices for shoutouts 
1. Shoutouts are based on reciprocity 
- The value of a shout is only as good as how many followers you have and how many followers 
the partner account has 
- You usually work with people that have about the same amount of followers as you because 
it’s no use to do shoutout with lower ones and higher ones don’t agree that easily 
- You can adapt your offering if you’re working with bigger accounts than you - for example, if 
they share one of your posts, you share two of theirs, or you post a more valuable type of 
shoutout 
2. You have to tag the account in the caption, not in the photo because It makes it easy for 
people to see and click it and also not everyone sees who is tagged 
3. Always negotiate the terms through direct messages or other chat system 
- It’s usually a standard conversation 
- Establish: when you’ll post, how often you’ll post, who will go first, how long are the posts 
going to be up, and who writes the caption(it’s better to do it now to remove controversy later 
on) 
- In asymmetrical arrangements (the other account is larger) they’ll probably want to write the 
caption themselves 
4. You should build a relationship with accounts in advance before asking for a shoutout 
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- keep up with the accounts you like and engage with their posts 
- You can give them an unsolicited shoutout to get their attention as well as they would feel like 
you bought a lot of value to them 
- This way you make sure they get the most out of your shoutout and you don’t confuse your 
followers 
5. Pick one of their posts that are popular and matches your brand 
- If you use Iconosquare, you can add the accounts you want to keep track of as competitors 
you will be able to see their most popular posts by views, like, and comments. 
- Popsters is another website that calculates and shows an account’s best posts. 
 
 
How to find partners for shoutout 
Go to the similar accounts list that you previously (should have) made 
Check out each one and try to find out if they do shoutouts, and if they do, mark them. How will 
you know? 

1.  They have an email address in their bio or they say “DM for business inquiries” 
Options for contacting them: 

- If they have an email address, send them an email 
- They have posts that have someone else tagged in the caption 
- They have posts that are clearly different than their usual theme/style 

You don’t need to send a long message, it’s enough to just ask “How much for a shoutout?” or 
“S4S?” 

2. You can send them a direct message (only on the mobile version), but you have to 
follow them first 

- With bigger accounts, you’re just going to ask if they do paid shoutouts and what their 
prices are 

3. Download the Kik & Telegram apps and make an account 
- Search for the accounts that you marked and see if they have an account on these apps 
- With smaller accounts, you can just see if they want to do a shout for shout (free). If you 

find them, you can chat with them on there 
4. Do an unsolicited shoutout to get their attention 
- Tag them in one of your posts or a repost - they will get notified and might return the 

favor 
- Before contacting anyone, try to figure out if their account is any good (engagement 

rate, real or fake followers, how active they are, audience demographics). You can use 
these tools: 
- socialblade.com (free) 
- hypeauditor.com (10 free checks) 
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Finding accounts to do paid shoutout 
Some accounts out there are designed to do paid shoutouts only and they have a set price list 
and therefore it’s better to directly pay them and get your work done instead of wasting your 
time. 
Shout for shouts are more authentic, but paid shoutouts help you grow your account in the 
beginning and they give a big kick start to your account. So if you are reading this book then just 
go on and find free shouts for shouts and see yourself grow exponential. 
Websites where you can find accounts that do paid shoutouts: 
- buysellshoutouts.com 
- jumpfame.com 
- shoutcart.com 
It’s a good idea to analyze the accounts with hypeauditor.com or socialblade.com before paying 
them for shoutouts. You know I care for your money. You can roughly calculate if the price paid 
could be worth it or not depending on their engagement rate and number of followers. 
 
 
Advance shoutout strategies (Warning your account may blast with followers. Lol.) 

1.  One-a-day unsolicited shoutout 
- In the beginning, you won’t have enough followers to be able to do shout for shouts 
But even if they don’t, this will help you build relationships with them so you can 
collaborate later. 
2.  Use shoutouts to incentivize engagement 
- Offer to tag the person who writes the best comment in your next post (or a randomly 

picked commenter) 
- For the first month or so, you can just tag other accounts in your captions (a different 

account every day) 
- They might return the favor and tag you as well if they like your account 
- If you keep track of an account, you could easily figure out their posting times, so you 

can try to time your repost & tag with their post to bring more people to your account 
- Ask people to tag a friend in the comments - it brings more people to the post. Offer to 

shoutout the person who tags the most people 
3.  Shoutout groups 
- These are groups of accounts that help each other grow 
- It concentrates the attention on one post at a time and brings in a lot of new people 
- When one of them posts, all the others repost & tag them at the same time 
4.  Mention shoutouts 
- You usually do this with accounts that you established a relationship with 
- You make a list of the most active commenter’s from an account you like (and posts 

similar stuff) and you tag them all in your next post, in the hope that they’ll engage with 
it 

- Don’t go crazy with the number of people you tag (the Instagram algorithm won’t like 
it), try to stick with <50 people 
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Instagram Contests 
A great way to raise awareness of your account 
- As well as your products or company - is to post content that gets people to take action. 
- Creating a contest is a natural way to appeal to people's competitive nature and get them 
talking about you, engaging with you, and telling others about you too. 
 
Contest types 
There are two types of contest on instagram which are 

1. IG action to win prize 
2. Show on any account 

 
1. IG action to win prize 
- Users must do one or more of the following: follow an account, like a photo, @mention 

people they know in a reply to the post (many contests require all 3: follow + like + tag a 
friend) 

- Users are selected by a random drawing and win some kind of prize, like a product or 
free passes/access to something. 

2. Show on any account 
- Users are asked to create and post a piece of content, usually tagged with a specific 

#hashtag and/or @mention of a specific account 
- A winner is selected based on specific criteria and shown on the account's feed 
 

NOTE: 
Do NOT ask people to tag themselves or other people in posts they're not in, like a photo 
announcing the contest or some other random post. Tagging people in unrelated posts violates 
IG rules. And as a general best practice, don't use a contest to encourage IG users to do or 
create a lot of unnecessary stuff: comments, tags, and posts, whatever. Contests should be 
straightforward and not lead to any abuse of the platform or anyone's account. 
See: Official Instagram rules about contests: ps://help.instagram.com/179379842258600 
 
One thing to know about contests is that they are not the same as giveaways: 
1. Contests are games of skill, competitions in which a winner is chosen based on their ability to 
meet requirements. 
2. Giveaways are games of chance, where a random person is chosen as a winner. These kinds 
of contests run on IG are most similar to a lottery, which may not be legal in certain parts of the 
world. So you might see language like “Void where prohibited” in the legal language of the 
rules. Make sure you know what kind of contest you're doing and the rules and laws related to 
it. In a related note: NEVER make it sound like Instagram supports or is in any way involved with 
your contest. Part of their official rules for the platform state that if you're going to do a 
contest, it's completely up to you to understand the rules and laws surrounding the type of 
contest or giveaway you're doing. If you violate some law, you are on your own. 
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Make everything as clear as possible 
- What are people entering to win? 
- When does the contest start and end? 
- How do they enter? What specific steps must they follow? 
- How will a winner be selected? 

The easier it is to understand every detail, the better the chances are people will participate. 
Clear instructions and guidelines will also lower the number of problems you have, like entries 
that don't meet requirements or complaints people bring up about the contest. 
 
 
Instagram Takeovers 
If you want to go beyond a shoutout, one way to work more directly with influencers and spark 
interest in your Instagram account is to host an Instagram Takeover on your account. Steps for 
it are – 

1. Identify your goals 
What do you want to accomplish? More followers, more engagement, more 
conversation, access to a new group of followers, etc. 
Make note of your current metrics: What's your current follower count? Average 
engagement rate? If you want to improve these, you'll want to measure results against 
existing numbers. 

2. Identify your takeover guest 
Who should “takeover” your account? Who you choose as your guest should allow you 
to achieve your goals. 
Influencers: People in your industry with large audiences who are willing to promote 
their appearance. They can bring their audience to your account, building awareness 
and infusing your audience with new people. And they have the ability to provide high-
quality content: they'll produce content your audience will appreciate. 
Customers: They provide a unique perspective and voice. Hosting a customer as your 
takeover guest shows you appreciate their opinion and can appeal to other customers, 
sparking new interest and conversation. It might also give customers a chance to share 
their own content, like someone taking over the @Photoshop 
(https://www.instagram.com/photoshop) IG account and showing off their Photoshop 
skills. 
Employees: By letting employee’s takeover your IG account, you can show your identity 
as a company: the personalities, expertise, and culture that make up your organization. 
This is an opportunity to spotlight talented people within your organization and get 
those followers as well, building awareness of botsh accounts. 

3. Plan the takeover 
How long will the takeover last? What will the guest do during the takeover? What kind 
of control will you have over the content? 

• Align your goals with your guest: The first thing to do is establish clear guidelines and 
expectations. Your goals are these and you expect your guest to do this. 

- Influencers should have a good understanding of what you want but they'll 
probably ask for clarification and approval. 
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- Customers and employees may need structure and clear ideas about what you 
want. Give them direction. 

• Agree on specifics: 
- How long will the takeover last? Usually, how many hours within a day, like 
between Noon and 4pm Eastern. 
- How many posts do you expect them to provide? At least 5? No more than 10? 
As many as they want? 
- What kind of posts do you expect? Just pictures? Videos? IG stories? Live 
videos? 
- What subjects should the posts cover? Do you have expectations on what 
they'll talk about? 
1. Provide them with a list of topics you'd like covered/mentioned 
2. Give them a list of questions to answer with their posts 

a. Example for a customer takeover: What's your favorite experience with 
our company? Tell us about an unexpected benefit of using our product. 
b. Example for an employee takeover: What brought you to our 
company? What's your favorite thing about working at the company? 

            - Provide these details in advance so your guest has a chance to prep content (if 
necessary) 

• Agree on execution: There are 2 ways takeovers can actually be done. 
- Let the guest login to your account and post from there 

1. Makes it easier for the guest to post more often 
2. You don't have to constantly monitor them (though you still should to a 
degree) 
3. Puts your account in their hands, introduces a potential security risk (like if 

they forget to logout) 
- Have the guest send you their content and you post it 

1. This could be done live - They take a photo, type up a caption, send it to you, 
and you share it. 

a. Requires you to be responsive and do all the work live 
- This could be done in advance, and you use a social media scheduling app like 

Buffer or Later to plan everything - visuals, captions, and more - down to the 
minute 

a. Saves you time 
b. Might feel like a pre-prepared takeover if there are no live elements to 
it 

- Hybrid: Have your guest prepare some content, and do other content live 
a. This way you definitely hit specific topics, and have flexibility to create 
new content on-the-fly 

• Agree on promotion: 
- Consider how you will promote your takeover - how far in advance will you 

announce it? What hashtag will you use? Will you announce it on other 
channels? 
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- Agree with your guest how they will promote the takeover - especially with 
influencers, you want assurance they will promote the takeover effectively to 
make the most of the event 

-  Creating promotional materials - images and captions - that your guest can 
share. This way, the promotion your guest does matches what you'll do 
(consistent use the images, language, times, hashtags, etc.) 

-  Create a promotion schedule if necessary – what days/times to post to promote 
takeover to the biggest audience, what days/times your guest should post 

4. Prepare and promote  

• Prepare your team for the takeover: 
- Ensure everyone knows what's going to happen 
- What is each person responsible for doing? 
- What to do if anything goes wrong? (your guest doesn't show up, their 

phone dies, etc.) 

• Promote the takeover as agreed: use timed posts, hashtags, and cross-platforms 
posts 

• Check in with your guest 
- Make sure they know the plan 
- Make sure they'll still good to go 
- Make sure they know how to reach you/you know how to reach them - 

email, phone, etc. 
5. Do the takeover 

• Follow your plans, review them again if necessary 

• Be available/accessible before and during the takeover 

• Be ready if problems arise 
-  Have another device handy 
- Reschedule if necessary 

• Have fun with it - support the guest and be ready to improvise if opportunities 
arise 

• Monitor engagement during the takeover – answer questions, direct them to 
your guest 

6. Evaluate the takeover 

• Did you accomplish your goals? 

• Be ready if problems arise 
- Measure your metrics: Did you gain followers? How did takeover posts 

perform versus average ones? 
- Did you affect any other business metrics (sales, demos, quote requests, 

etc.)? 

• What did the guest think? Are they happy? Could this experience lead to future 
partnerships? 

• What did you learn? Apply this to your next takeover! 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

Growth Secret 
2 

“Bots” 
 

In this chapter we would talk about bots and how they can help 

us grow massively at very low or no cost giving 100X the result 

as well as making easy for us to save time and effort. 

Let’s go…. 
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What are bots 

Bots are controversial, but they’re a legitimate way to grow your account. Because let's be honest that 

you need to automate your account since I think that you don't want to waste half of your day daily 

using Instagram. So, it is better to use bots but in a legitimate and safe way. 

Bots are apps that find people that fit your targeting criteria and follow them and like their posts which 

make them look at your profile and thus increasing your profile visits which ultimately help you 

increasing followers, reach and likes. 

It’s basically the same thing that you’re doing manually at the beginning, when you’re setting a habit 

schedule, but on a larger scale (I personally use software like gramto to do this). Since I told you that 

having a bots makes you operate on many accounts and thus you can create and grow several accounts 

at once. Automation is the new thing so go with it. 

Instagram allows 400 interactions per day per account (likes, comments, & follows) and you can use this 

data to allow how much interactions you want to make to look it like it is human and not robotsic. Bots 

imitate the way real people interact on Instagram and thus they are one of the best ways to grow 

Instagram without much effort 

Some bots also do automated unfollowing, so your account doesn’t end up having more followings than 

followers (that’s a red flag). Also, you can set things like welcome message where every user who 

follows you gets an automated message welcoming him/her to the page. You can set auto like comment 

liker which makes you like comment of all people who comment on your post. Bots can post automated 

comments, but these usually look weird or out of context, so I don’t recommend using this setting 

usually for personal brands. But in start for themed and business accounts you can do that. 

 

Why people use bots? And should you too? 

Many people on IG use bots to get followers and engagement quickly. Automated apps and platforms 

can automatically follow, like, and/or comment on accounts and content that you specify. 

 

Reason to use a bots -  

1. When evaluating IG accounts, many people look at the numbers - especially Followers- to decide 
whether it's worth following. The higher this number, the easier it can be to gain more 
followers. 

2. The process of building up a following can take a long time and it's easy to get frustrated 
3. Some businesses don't have time to wait to build an account when they need to generate 

results more quickly. Bots can help save time and effort 
 
Process to use a bots - 
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1. You tell the bots what you want it to do: follow accounts, like posts, comment on posts -those 
kinds of engagement should result in the same kind of engagement for you. 

2. You tell the bots what kinds of accounts and posts to target, usually by identifying relevant 
hashtags. 

3. The bots will automatically follow, like, and/or comment on targeted accounts/posts - this will 
happen for as long as you want, and usually is a paid service (the more days you want, the more 
you pay). By the end you should have more followers and engagement 

 
 
Risk of using bots - 
Commenting can be a great way to get attention from other IG users, but using a bots to comment 
means setting up a series of generic comments that may or may not make sense. You probably can't 
write anything more than “Great post!” or 
“Cool” or something just as vague without running the risk of your comment missing the mark and 
potentially being uncomfortable. 
The accounts the bots follows for you may not match up with your target audience. 
People are unpredictable and have wide ranges of interests, so it's not uncommon for people to use a 
hashtag once and never again. And if this is the case, the amount of engagement you get back from 
these accounts may be low. 
And if your bots has followed lots of new accounts to get follows back - which is usually how it works - 
your IG feed will become a long timeline of seemingly foreign accounts you've never seen before. So, if 
you rely on browsing your timeline to discover interesting content, you may struggle to find it amongst 
all the new material. 
And of course, many of these bots cost money to use, though unless you spend an excessive amount, 
you're not likely to have wasted lots of money if the bots don't work out as planned. 
 
 
SO, should you use bots? 
– If you need to quickly generate follower numbers, bots can help - but understand the risks and 
disadvantages of this. For example, your bots may have followed accounts that aren't completely 
relevant to you, so you may need to course-correct and unfollow those accounts later. And these bots 
should not replace the manual work you do yourself to engage with followers, or looking at analytics 
and other stats to spot trends and see what your real followers like. 
– Over time, you should regularly try to clean up your followers, and using platforms like Social Audit Pro 
(http://www.socialauditpro.com/) can be helpful. 
– If you're willing to be patient about growing your follower count and engagement, then bots may not 
be the answer for you. Some software's for bots are - instavast, combin, social grow, social flight, 
instamacro, boostio, gramto (I use this) 
 
 
Instagram rules and guidelines -  
 
Like other social media platforms, Instagram has undergone frequent changes as it has grown. But since 
IG is owned by Facebook, any issues or controversies that affect Facebook sometimes have a ripple 
effect on Instagram. 
 
Instagram has its own API which is meant to help: 

1. Developers create apps that allow users to publish new IG content 
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2. Businesses and anyone who wants to advertise gain better access to analytics and audience data 
3. Media companies find and share IG content with the proper permission and attribution 

 
 
Stuff to keep in mind - 
 

1. Do not put all your social media eggs into one basket, so to speak. If your entire social outreach 
strategy revolves around Instagram, you risk having your effortscut down or completely spoiled 
by whatever policy changes IG (or Facebook) enacts in the future. 

2. Be careful about using third-party apps to control your IG content and engagement. Research 
whatever solution you decide to use and evaluate it over time. Don't let apps blindly take 
actions - such as bots auto-following accounts - without knowing exactly what it's doing, how 
much of it, and why. 

3. Be careful about posting any content that may be controversial or offensive in any way. Most 
companies have no reason to worry. 

4. Be clear about the content you post, especially if you're being paid to post it or doing it through 
a partnership. There's no reason to hide it. Build trust and use the right language and hashtags 
to make your intentions clear. 

5. Instagram is tied to Facebook, so whatever controversy and drama affects facebook, must be 
aware that IG will probably be affected too. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

Growing and 
Automating 

Content 
In this chapter we would talk about getting into new heights of 

instagram as well as automating our content production which 

makes our work easy. 

 

 

Let’s go 
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Creating a work flow –  
Whenever you create a post, you should have a set process that you go by 
It’s hard to come up with new posts & ideas all the time 
People like consistency and they like to know what to expect from you 
After you create your first batch of posts, you will be able to outline the exact steps you followed and 
get to  
#1 Understand each step of the process 
#2 isolates each step 
#3 tries to improve & optimize each step 
#4 Bundles each step together with other steps and outsource it 
Successful Instagram accounts have systems in place for making their content repeatable 
Go into as much detail as you can, so that when you outsource the process, the person you hire will 
clearly know what to do. 
 
 
Dividing your workflow 
When you think about a product, there’s usually a series of steps that it goes through before being 
available on a store shelf: 
On an image post, there are 2 big steps: 
- research (what to post) 
- Administration (caption writing, the actual posting, adding emojis & hashtags) 
- Design 
- Procurement 
- manufacture 
- Packaging 
- Sales / ads 
- Distribution 
When you think about creating an Instagram post, the process also consists of a series of general steps 
you follow 
On a video post, there are 4 steps: 
- Research 
- caption writing 
- Video editing 
- Administration 
Look at all the steps you have written in your workflow outline and try to group them by these more 
general categories. Later you can outsource each one of them 
Use Trello for project management to keep track of where each post is in the process and who’s working 
on what. 
 
 
Writing requirements –  
Once you've decided to outsource different steps in your process, you need to write the requirements 
for potential candidates 
People need as much details as possible to be able to do their job successfully 
Explain what they have to do, but also the things they shouldn’t do 
Example: Caption writing 
Requirements are the parameters of the job they will have to do 
Without them, the likelihood of people doing things wrong increases 
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Requirements help the candidates get a better idea about the job but also the costs it will involve 
- research each innovation using no more than 3 sources 
- pull out 4-6 of the most relevant pieces of information for each innovation 
- Captions should be 1-2 sentences and be able to be understood without context 
- make sure the 4-6 video captions tell the story simply (what, how, when, why it’s interesting) 
- upload link to the innovations and their captions into Trello 
- include call to action at the end, asking people to answer a question 
- don’t describe it as this or that, say the product’s actual name 
- don’t exceed 80 words / 6 mini captions 
- don’t give opinions on the innovations we’re covering 
 
 
Deciding the help you would need – 
In order to decide in what areas you need help, look at your process outline and answer these 
questions: 
The more time you spend overseeing them, the cheaper they will be 
- Where are you getting stuck or feeling overloaded in your process? 
- What budget do you have? 
If you’re on a tight budget, you might have to do more of the work yourself or hire cheaper freelancers 
What type of help is available? 
- Researchers - $4-$30/hr 
- Virtual assistants - $2-$25/hr 
- Social media manager - $2-$25/hr 
- Writers - $4-$60/hr or you can negotiate a price per post 
- Video editors - $8-$80/hr 
- You can hire a cheaper video editor and train them by showing them how you do things 
- photographer/videographer - they can charge day rates, package rates, or hourly rates 
- $200-$400/day if they don’t have equipment, 
$400-$900 if they do 
Should you hire a generalist or a specialist? 
Generalists know how to do more things, but they’re not the best when you need specific skills. On the 
other hand, their experience allows them to have a broader perspective on the end result 
Specialists are great at one thing, but you will need to hire more of them and spend more time 
managing them. The advantage is that the final outcome is better 
You can train your virtual assistant to do other tasks instead of hiring another person 
It’s more convenient to have only one person who understands the entirety of the project 
 
 
Where to find freelancers –  
#1 Writer 
- Upwork.com 
- Videopixie.com - more expensive 
#3 Photographers 
- Freelancer.com - people who work fast at cheap rates 
- Upwork.com - all prices ranges 
- Upwork.com - you usually pay per hour 
- Peopleperhour.com - you can select the option of paying per hour 
- Problogger.net - more like a traditional job board 
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#2 Video editors 
- You have to hire them locally 
- Thumbtack.com 
- Search on Google for photographers in your area 
Tip: You don’t need to hire a social media manager - a 
VA should be able to handle the tasks you need to get done (like posting) 
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CHAPTER 10 
  

Making 
MONEY out of 

Instagram 
In this chapter we would talk about MONEY. One of the favorite 

parts of every person who wants to own any instagram 

account. We will cover each and every way you can make 

money on instagram 

 

Let’s go… 
Selling shoutouts 
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Selling shoutouts means charging people to repost their stuff or post something that promotes them 
If you want to monetize your account later, you’ll have to know from the start exactly who you’re going 
to be able to promote 
If you have an account that shows the latest technology (like Innovation Station) you could promote a 
wide range of things, like phones or gadgets 
There are two categories of accounts that will buy shoutouts: 
- Personal Instagram users - they usually do this only at the very beginning to grow their following 
- A business or a product 
Everything you promote has to be related to your account theme, otherwise you might lose followers 
You can start selling shoutouts whenever you figure out a way to insert them between your regular 
posts without them looking suspicious 
How can you let people know that you’re open to paid promotions? 
#1 Inbound 
- write in your bio that you’re open to business/submissions, or “Want to be featured? DM us” 
- don’t be too obvious about charging money for it, otherwise people who visit your profile might think 
you’re just posting ads 
#2 Outbound 
- find potential advertisers and message them to see if they’d be interested 
- look for things that your audience would really care about 
- Wait until you have about 50k-100k followers so people will be willing to pay for the exposure 
 
 
Building price list for shoutouts –  
Any large account that sells shoutouts will have a set price list for what they offer 
It’s hard to tell what the baseline price is, because the industry changes very fast - research your niche 
and see what people charge 
The price depends on: 
- How long you leave the post up in your feed 
- If you include a story post along with the regular post 
- If you temporary change your bio link to promote them as well 
The list can include prices for a one-off post, a series of posts, one or more stories, etc. 
However, you can take the following amounts as a guideline: 
- If you have under 50k followers - $10-$50/post 
- If you have under 1 million followers - $40-$200/post 
The longer you leave the post up, the lower the price per hour, so basically they get a discount if they 
pay for a longer display time 
If you have a tiered price list, more people will be able to afford to be featured on your account 
Offering permanent posts is a bit tricky, especially if you want to carefully curate the posts on your 
account 
Even if you post something permanently, the traffic will decrease pretty quickly after the first few hours 
from posting 
People usually charge less for stories because they’re easier to put up and not everyone will see them or 
click on a link in them 
Prices also depend on the niche your account is in, your average engagement rate, or your brand & the 
quality of your account 
If you have to make changes to what they give you in order to fit in with your regular posts, you should 
charge more 
Along with giving them your price list, ask people the following questions: 
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- What should the caption say? 
- When do you want me to post it? (It will depend on the audience they want to reach) 
- Where can I find your video/image? (Ask for a link or use 
Balloon.io and ask them to drop their file there and it shows up in your Drop box) 
It’s a good idea to let them write the caption, but read it before posting it and make sure it doesn’t 
sound too different than your usual way of writing 
At the end of the day, you want to make sure the accounts you promote are happy with the 
process/service so you can get repeat business 
 
 
Affiliate marketing 
My favorite part 
Affiliate marketing means selling other people’s products and getting a percentage of each sale 
Example: Your account posts nice shoes, so you could search for companies that sell shoes and try to 
build affiliate relationships with them 
You can only work with companies that use affiliate links, because you have to put them in your bio 
It's a good option if you don’t have your own products but you think your account would work for selling 
something 
Companies those are open to affiliate relationships usually already have a system in place for you to sign 
up 
How to find things to sell: 
#1 Search on Google for companies in your industry and see if they have an affiliate program 
#2 Try affiliate marketplaces, like offervault.com, clickbank.com or odigger.com, search for the product 
category you want to sell, and find a variety of links you can use to earn money 
#3 Join Amazon’s affiliate program 
Make sure any website you link to is optimized for mobile use 
 
 
Sell your own products 
The traditional way of selling your product is the same as with an affiliate, you just post a link in your bio 
and encourage people to click on it in your posts. 
If you use a platform like Facebook or Shopify, you can tag the items and link directly to the website 
The more efficient way of selling is using the new feature called “Shoppable with Instagram” 
You have to be a business account in order to use this feature 
Go to your Facebook page and go to the Shop tab (you can add it if you don’t see it), where you can set 
up your shop and add products. 
Whenever you post something, you can tag one or more products that you have listed, and it works the 
same as tagging people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flipping accounts –  
In this case, you build your account from the beginning with the idea of selling it at some point 
You can do a rough estimate by knowing that any account with under 100k followers will sell for about 
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$20/1k followers 
Prices are not that obvious, because negotiations are done in private between sellers and buyers 
You could build several accounts that help each other grow and then sell them together 
Things that can change the baseline price: 
Total number of posts 
- If you have a lot of posts the buyer can easily keep the content going by reposting some of them 
Original or reposted content 
- It’s better to have original content because it makes the account unique 
Engagement rate 
- It’s an indicator of the quality of the posts and the audience 
Number of comments 
- Higher number of comments is usually better but it doesn’t weigh as much 
Your niche 
- If your niche is in demand you’ll be able to sell for a higher price, because you’ll have more people 
interested to buy 
- Popular niches: luxury, motivation, girls, pets, cars, memes, travel, fashion, fitness, food, DIY, tech 
Why would someone buy an account? 
- They want to create their own account 
- They want to use it to promote another account/product 
Use Hype Auditor to evaluate your account on all the criteria before setting a price 
If you have an account that has over 1 million followers, you'd probably increase the price to $30/1k 
followers 
There is a very weak market for small accounts, so unless you have over 15k-20k followers, you might 
not be able to sell it 
How to sell your account: 
#1 Post it on an exchange (search on Google, there are tons of them) 
#2 Use an outbound strategy - look for accounts in your space that have evidence that they bought 
other accounts (they suddenly link to another account, they post repeatedly from another account) and 
direct message them with an offer 
#3 Change your bio link to show you’re selling it 
 
 
Lead generation – 
This strategy is meant to be used when you have a business outside of Instagram but you want to use 
Instagram for lead generation 
You can drive people to your blog, you can send them to a page where you gather their email addresses 
for email marketing, or you can link to your e-commerce website 
Depending on what you’re selling, one lead will have a higher or lower value 
You can use any of these tools: linktr.ee or later.com/linkinbio, but linktr.ee has more features 
How to use linktr.ee to get leads: 
- sign up for free or for $6/month 
- authorize your IG account 
- customize your bio link 
- add one or more links that you want to send people to 
- When people click your bio link, they will arrive to a landing page with multiple links that you set up 
(your blog, your shop, etc.) 
When you add a link in your bio, make sure you change the last line of the bio to point to the link and 
explain why people should click it 
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Avoid using the bit.ly link shortener because people usually associate it with something negative. 
 
An alternative to linktr.ee is creating a mobile optimized landing page 
There are a lot of tools for building landing pages, but Lander (landerapp.com) is the easiest for 
Instagram and it’s a bit cheaper 
Select a template depending on what you’re selling and then customize it 
Make sure you edit the mobile version as well (you’ll have to create it from scratch) 
Lander will give you analytics once the page is live. There is a limit of 25,000 visitors for the free 
subscription. 
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CHAPTER 11 
 

Stories 
 

 
In this chapter we would talk about stories as they are one of 

the most important types of media for engagement as well as 

growing on instagram. 

 

 

Let’s start….. 
Introduction to Stories – 
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Snapchat was the first platform that launched stories, and then Instagram and Facebook introduced 
them as well. Stories show up at the top of your explore page. 
The purpose of stories is to engage the audience you already have 
What we’ll cover: 
- Best practices for stories 
- How to post them 
- Story strategy 
 
 
How Stories Work – 
Stories only last 24 hours and they then disappear 
This allows for the production quality to be lower than a regular permanent post - people don’t put that 
much effort into creating stories 
Each story is limited at 15 seconds - if you film something longer, you have to divide it into 15 second 
pieces (you can use the Cutstory app for this) 
People usually use stories to show behind the scenes footage, share something quickly with their 
followers, or promote something that wouldn’t fit as a regular post 
The number of stories you post is unlimited 
To go to the next story, you tap on the right/middle of the screen, and to go to the previous one you 
have to tap on the left side 
You can send the stories you like to other people, or you can send a message regarding a story to the 
person who posted it 
You can search for hashtags and then see random stories that include that hashtag - you can do the 
same for location 
For each story you post, you can swipe up and see analytics about how many people watched it, where 
they came from, etc. You can save stories if you want to repost them later 
 
 
Strategy for stories – 
Every account has some story strategy, because they’re easy to make 
Stories are being used to drive people back to your page and increase engagement 
Discoverability for stories is limited, so even if you put hashtags on them you’re not going to get a lot of 
new followers from this 
They’re also great for promoting your stuff or other people’s accounts without messing with your wall 
posts 
Some accounts have a strategy of creating the best stories, and then their posts are just repeats or 
recaps of the stories 
The Instagram algorithm likes to see accounts using all of its features, so posting stories means you’re 
active and worth promoting 
Innovation Station’s story strategy is posting a story every time there’s a new regular post, in order to 
drive people to check out the post. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some more tips – 
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Stories are worth trying because they make your account look more active 
Best practices: 

1.  Make sure your stories have a point (drive people to a post, ask people something, make a poll, 
etc.) 

2.  Don’t post too many stories (try to limit it to 10-15 a day) 
3.  Make sure you post your stories around the same time that you’re posting your normal posts 

(when your audience is awake and most active) 
4.  Every time you post a new story, your account shows up first in the stories list 
5.  Use stickers, emojis, hashtags, location tags, or mention people. Get creative and mix up your 

story content 
6.  Screenshot and post user generated content 
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CHAPTER 12 
 

Instagram Ads 
 
In this chapter we would talk about instagram ads in which 

instagram gives an option to advertise our content over the 

platform making it more easy to gain attention and increase 

engagement. 

 

Let’s start…. 
Introduction – 
Instagram ads are sponsored posts that come up in your feed or in between the stories you’re watching 
Ads are a good idea if you want to boost your account. They’re similar to Facebook ads but adapted for 
Instagram. You can use them to promote your products or your best posts in order to reach a larger 
audience. 
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Types of Instagram ads – 
1.  Regular post ads 
- They show up in your news feed as a normal post (photo, video, or carousel) 
2.  Story ads 
- Vertical ads that run in between stories 
As people get more used to ads, they become less and less effective. Story ads are still new, so there’s 
not enough data yet to know if they’re more effective than regular post ads. 
With stories, the first 3 seconds are crucial for grabbing people’s attention - if they’re not hooked 
quickly, they will skip to the next story. 
Also, if they don’t understand immediately what the ad is about, they’re less likely to click on whatever 
you want to drive them to. 
3. Boosted ads 
- You can promote any of your posts in order to get more people to see it and grow your account quicker 
 
 
How to boost a post – 
Boosting posts is a good way of promoting some of your best posts 
Using Iconosquare and Instagram insights, you can see which posts performed better and promote 
those. You can only boost posts by using the Instagram mobile app, not the desktop version 
After taking a look at your analytics and figuring out what your audience looks like, you can target your 
ads better. When you promote a post, it will show up as “Sponsored” in people’s feeds. 
 
 
Instagram Feed Ads – 
The regular post ads follow the same rules as a normal post - you can post photos, videos, carousels, in a 
square size, portrait size, or landscape size. 
Square size ads usually work best. 
Don’t put too much text in your ad - it might not pass the approval process 
You have to go to the Facebook page that you previously linked to your Instagram business account 
Then you set up an ad the same way you’d set it up for. Facebook set your target audience and your 
budget. For ad placement, select that you want to show the ad in the Instagram feed only 
After the review process is done, your ad will be live and you’ll be able to see analytics. 
 
 
 
Story Ads – 
Story ads display in between other people’s stories and they last for 15 seconds if they’re a video and for 
10 seconds if they’re a photo. Story ads are cheaper than regular post ads. A story ad video has to be 
immediately appealing (put the most interesting thing in the first 3 seconds) 
In order to create a story ad, you set it up the same as a regular post ad on your Facebook page, the only 
difference is that you have to select Instagram stories instead of feed when it comes to ad placement 
You can choose between posting a photo, a video, or a carousel (shown as multiple stories) 
Video performs a lot better in a story. Facebook gives you the option to use templates for your videos, 
which you can customize with your own content. 
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CHAPTER 13 
 

Instagram Live 
 
In this chapter we would talk on instagram live as instagram 

live means chances for engagement are higher than average 

post or story and thus are one of the most important things. 

Don’t worry it’s a short chapter. 

Let’s start…. 
Instagram live is great for getting engagement for the followers you already are having. 
How it works: you start a live video, people get a notification, and they can hop in and comment 
Live videos show up in the same place as the stories and they’re good for bringing immediate attention 
to whatever you’re doing 
Business accounts use live videos for: Q&A’s, workshops, tutorials, product demos, flash sales, quick 
news and much more 
What personal accounts use live videos for: Q&A’s (people can submit questions beforehand or ask 
them in real time), giveaways, sharing personal news, interacting with followers 
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Best practices for Instagram live: 
 
#1 Understand engagement metrics 
- The goal is to get more followers, so if you get enough viewers and engagement, you will start showing 
on the explore page 
- keep your followers watching for as long as you can, and get them to leave a lot of comments 
 
#2 Promote your live session 
- Post about it in your stories or in a regular post the day before and again an hour before the event 
 
#3 Reward people for staying until the end of the live 
- Tell them that they’ll get something at the end (a coupon, an interesting announcement, etc.) 
 
 

 
 
 

CHAPTER 14 
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Zombies 
 (Wtf is this?) 

 
In this chapter we would talk about zombies. Zombies mean 

zombie accounts which help us to promote our main account. 

Most probably you haven’t heard about them so.. 

 

 

 

 

Let’s start… 
Introduction – 
Zombie accounts are other accounts you create for the purpose of promoting your main one 
You need to use a different IP address for each zombie in order to avoid being banned by Instagram 
The best option for creating a zombie is to buy an aged or inactive account 
The advantage is that your account will look less suspicious 
If you make a new account and immediately start reposting from your main account, it will be a red flag 
for the Instagram algorithm. PVA or phone verified accounts look more legitimate. 
Search on Google to find aged accounts for sale - the older the account, the better 
Options for getting IPs: 
- hidemyass.com (VPN) - each of their IPs can be used by anyone at any time 
- sharedproxies.com - each of their IPs is restricted to 10-20 people who can use it at the same time 
- highproxies.com - each of their IPs is unique & targeted for Instagram use, if you buy one no one else 
will use it (of course, this option is more expensive) 
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Proxy vs. VPN – 
VPN stands for Virtual Private Network 
A proxy is an IP address that you can use somewhere else 
- If you reroute all your traffic through a proxy, your system will think that you’re coming from that IP’s 
location 
A VPN does the same thing but it also encrypts your traffic so you have an extra layer of safety 
Proxies are cheaper than VPNs, because they don’t hide your information, they just change your 
location 
Pro tip: You can use proxies for buying cheaper airplane tickets (yes, prices might differ depending on 
where you’re coming from) 
For Instagram accounts, proxies are the best option 
If you use a VPN, it might get your account in trouble because the algorithm doesn’t like encrypted data 
 
 
Effective strategy for Zombie Accounts – 
If you create a series of names and bios upfront, it saves you time when you actually start creating the 
accounts 
List out some account names and then try to sign up with them on Instagram - this way you can easily 
check if they’re available or not 
How to come up with names: 
- think about common words in your niche and then add an adjective (example: advanced technology, 
Advanced technology today) 
- The name has to be relevant to your target audience for the main account in order to bring followers 
via the zombie 
How to come up with bios: 
- List out a bunch of sentences that are relevant to what you’re posting 
- mix and match them to get two sentences for each zombie bio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to get Multiple Phone Numbers – 
As soon as an account does something that looks like it might be automated, Instagram will ask for 
phone validation 
- And you can’t use your personal phone number for all your zombies 
Options for getting phone numbers: 
#1 Burner - mobile app 
- It allows you to buy credit for using multiple phone numbers 
- You only need to buy text messages for validating your Instagram accounts 
#2 Nexmo - website 
- It allows you to buy phone numbers (monthly subscription until you cancel the number or you stop 
adding credit to your account balance) 
- You can find your text messages when you search for one of your numbers and the date 
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Logo Strategy – 
For zombie logos, you should follow the same rules we established in the beginning of the course 
Keep in mind, your logo size has to be 110x110 pixels 
Personal accounts: 
- use different photos of you for each zombie 
Options for creating multiple logos: 
Business accounts: 
- take your logo and switch up its colors for each zombie 
Themed accounts: 
- make sure they’re easy to understand & use vibrant colors 
- use an icon or a relevant symbol, in different colors for different accounts 
#1 Use shapefactory.co to create a logo and then save it in different colors in order to pay less 
#2 Go to thenounproject.com, where they have thousands of icons, and then play around with them in 
Photoshop 
#3 Use canva.com, create a new image with custom dimensions, and then use their icons to make a logo 
 
 
 
Setting up VPS – 
VPS stands for Virtual Private Server 
A VPS is like another computer that you have access to but without the hardware 
We’re going to use Jarvee as our automation tool for posting, liking and following other accounts 
Greencloudvps.com - $8/month is the cheapest subscription but keep in mind that the VPS will be pretty 
slow 
You can run Jarvee on your computer or on a VPS – the advantage of using a VPS is that it can run 
continuously even if you turn off your computer 
Jarvee is not available for iOS, so a VPS is the only solution for Mac users 
Once you buy a VPS, they give you its IP and the username and password to access it 
Run Microsoft Remote Desktop, enter all the details, and you’ll be able to connect to the VPS 
Treat your VPS as any other computer, install everything you need, access the internet, etc. 

CHAPTER 15 
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Automated Outreach 
 

 
In this chapter we would talk about automated outreach which 

means you reaching out to many similar accounts to create a 

bonding as well as get more engagement. This is a very shot 

chapter. 

 

Let’s start… 
Types of outreach – 
On Instagram, the standard for collaboration posts is doing a shout for shout with other accounts that 
have similar audiences and a similar number of followers 
The latest algorithm changes led to less exposure to people who don’t follow you 
- Post S4S - each account posts something from the other one at the same time 
- Story S4S - you don’t have to worry about how long the post should be up because it will be gone in 24 
hours & you don’t have to post both at the same time 
- Collaboration posts - two account owners work together to create a piece of content (example: a 
picture or a video showing both people) 
Shout for shouts are a great way of getting exposure to people who are not following you 
Types of shout for shouts: 
There are three options for finding and messaging people for S4S: 
1 Doing it yourself manually 
2 Hiring a virtual assistant to do it for you 
3 Automating the process with Jarvee 
 
 
Getting in auto-mode – 
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Set up a Google sheet for collecting information about potential S4S accounts: 
- Name 
- Niche 
- Number of followers 
- track if you contacted them, if they responded, and if the promotion was run. 
When hiring a freelancer, keep in mind that the task complexity will dictate the price you’ll have to pay 
Where to find virtual assistants: UpWork, Freelancer. 
Post a job & describe the requirements and the task in detail so it’s easier for them to just follow the 
instructions. 
 

 
 
CHAPTER 16 

 
Competitions 
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In this chapter we would talk about competitions and 

giveaways which help in getting a lot of engagement and as I 

told you before that the more the engagement the more 

instagram likes you. 

 

 

Let’s start…. 
Giveaway vs. competitions –  
A competition is where you ask your followers to do something in order to win something, and the 
results are judged in some way 
A competition is going to cost you more (the prize will be more valuable), because it requires more 
effort from the contestants 
A giveaway implies that there is some prize that requires minimal effort from the followers, and the 
winner is picked randomly 
If you’re organizing a competition, you have to plan it well in advance, whereas a giveaway doesn’t need 
that much planning, just a bit of promotion so people find out about it 
Competitions are great for UGC (user generated content) - you ask people to make their own posts 
mentioning your account 
Because they require little effort, giveaways attract more people that are not really interested in your 
account; they just want to win the prize. 
 
 
How to run competitions – 
Often times, what companies and personal accounts do is ask followers to post a photo/video related to 
them or their theme, usually accompanied by a certain hashtag 
Create your own hashtag and ask people to use it in their posts to create buzz around it. Make sure it’s: 
- Short 
- Memorable 
- Available or not used by others for other purposes 
- Language universal 
Make sure the prize you’re offering is in line with your brand style, behavior, and values 
Make sure you ask something that your followers would have done anyway or it’s not that hard for 
them to do 
How to set up a competition: 
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- have a prize 
- establish the tasks that people have to do in order to enter 
- Figure out how the winner will be picked, what criteria you’ll be using to judge them 
- set the start and end date 
Keep in mind that people might abuse the rules, especially if you pick a winner based on whoever likes 
or comments on the most posts (they might use a bot) 
What you can give as a prize: gift cards, products, trips - anything, as long as it’s relevant for your 
theme/niche 
Don’t give away cash, because you’ll be attracting a lot of people who won’t care about your account 
 
 
Giveaways – 
There are three types of giveaways on Instagram: 
#1 giving away stuff 
- A product that your audience wants or a gift card 
- If you want to do giveaways regularly to grow your account, make sure your strategy is sustainable 
financially 
#2 giving away intangible stuff 
- If what you’re giving away doesn’t cost you anything, it’s a great deal for you 
- Free shoutouts will appeal to people interested in growing their account and it takes you 10 seconds to 
tag someone 
- giving away a free subscription to your software or a free copy of your e-book will cost you nothing but 
it will be very valuable to your followers 
#3 Giving away sponsored stuff 
- You ask another company to give you their products for free so you can give them away to your 
followers 
- The advantage is that you’re giving away something valuable without having to pay for it 
When running giveaways, you have to follow Instagram’s set of rules. Also, always prepare for people 
who will complain that the prize was not fairly won. 
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BONUS 
 

WHAT’s MY NEXT 
STEP? 
 
Have you ever wondered that why some people make money as easy to breathe while some struggle? 
Well I have a solution 
Instagram is one of the best platforms to start your own business but it might be difficult to find the 
right niche, product to sell, guarantee success strategy. 
 
Here is how I finally put an end to $0 sales days forever on Instagram with one weird hack (Easier than 
you think!). You can too. 
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Learn the “SECRET” and discover the Invisible Line That Separates All Six-Figure Instagram page Owners 
from Newbies Who Get No Results. 
 
To avail the MASTERCLASS OF INSTAGRAM MYSTERIES THEN CONACT ME ON INSTAGRAM 
@himanshuagrawal.official 
 
 
I am soon planning to arrange a seminar on the following topic for just you guys at a very low cost 
and would un-reveal all the magic secrets in a 3 day workshop. 
Ping me on instagram and would love to connect with you over there. 
Since you have completed the book which means you are pretty serious about instagram and so am 
I.  
The 3 day workshop would be at a very low price and would make you a god level marketer for 
instgram. 
Hope to see your message. 
Would love to see this book in your instagram story and please tag us 
@himanshuagrawal.official 
@jitesh manwani 
 
Love you all <3 
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